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Premium HD Sports Channels

Plus over 50
Entertainment Channels

How much
will it cost?

Your contract plan
and equipment
Sky Ultimate

Additional Products
Racing Pack*

Premium HD
Sports Channels

Free Sky Box
and Viewing Card^

Marketing Support
Tools

313

£

a month
(ex VAT)

58

£

a month
(ex VAT)

Sky Sports Racing and Racing TV can be subscribed
to separately at £38 each per month (ex VAT).

For a full list of channels available give us a call. The F1 Logo, F1, FORMULA 1, FIA FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP, GRAND PRIX and related marks are trademarks of Formula One Licensing BV, a Formula One group company. All rights reserved. Sky acts as sales agent for Racing TV. Your contract is with RMG Operations Ltd. * Standalone Sky Sports Racing, Racing TV and Racing Pack packages available. Minimum
term for standalone Racing TV and Sky Sports Racing is 12 months. If bought with Sky Ultimate you must give 90 days’ notice to cancel, unless you are also cancelling your Sky Ultimate agreement, in which case your contract with Racing TV or Sky Sports Racing will end at the same time as your Sky Ultimate agreement. ^ Free box offers not available if you have previously had such offers. Free box only when Sky
installs your equipment. Cost of installation not shown, please call for more information. HD channels dependent on underlying package. HD ready TV and HD Pack required for HD viewing.

Important Information
RFU Clubs UK Agreement
Please read carefully the following important terms of this RFU Clubs UK Agreement.
The restrictions and information set out below form part of the Agreement between you and Sky.
1. What is a RFU Club?
In this Agreement, a RFU Affiliated Club means the
premises of a current member club of the RFU at which
member activities are undertaken. Sky has sole discretion
in determining whether a premises is a RFU Affiliated Club.
2. Is this the right Agreement for my business?
If you are a RFU Club in the UK, Isle of Man or Channel
Islands and you wish to distribute Sky in your Premises;
then these are the right Agreements for you. If not, then
you can obtain the correct Agreement by calling
08448 244 244.
Under these Agreements, your Premises must be in the
United Kingdom of Britain, including Northern Ireland,
Channel Islands or Isle of Man (the ‘Territory’, as defined
in the terms and conditions booklet). The Viewing Card
which you will be sent is authorised for use only within the
Territory. Use of the Viewing Card outside of the Territory
is strictly prohibited.

3. What channels cannot be shown in communal areas?
Certain channels are only provided to you for viewing in noncommunal areas at the Premises. As at the date of print,
the channels restricted to non-communal areas include: Sky
Atlantic, Sky Comedy, Sky Crime, G.O.L.D, Alibi, Watch, Dave
and Sky Cinema Channels. You must ensure that none of
these channels are shown in communal areas.

To join Sky call us on

08448 244 244 or visit sky.com/business
and we can sign you up over the phone or we can arrange an appointment with one
of our Field Representatives to help you find the best Sky package for your business
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